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The context
Ed Fordham and Bridget Harris arrived in Harare June 8th 2010. In addition to
presentations and other engagements on behalf of the British Council (BC), they ran
roughly 4 days of training workshops for the 'be the next young woman politician'
campaign.
The trip was facilitated and funded through the British Council (fl ights/expenses) and the
Norwegian People's Aid (NPA) in Harare (accommodation/conference facilities/delegate
expenses). The overall cost of the week was no more that $3,500.
The trip had been based on
discussions
between
Rutendo
Mudzamiri, the Director of Young
Women's
African
Leaders
Movement (YWALM) and Bridget
Harris (Politics Workshop) in
London in March. Rutendo was on
a political shadowing programme
organised by Bridget and funded
again by the British Council. They
first met in September 2009.
Rutendo has been working with
young women, women's groups
and civic organisations to promote the idea of encouraging and training young women
(aged 20-30) to get more involved in politics, including standing for election. This
campaign is cross-party, and supported by the leadership of the main political parties in
Zimbabwe. It seeks to build bridges across party and age divides, to support both
partisan and independent young women who want to get involved in politics.

The objective
The website www.bethenextyoungwomanpolitician.com covers all the basics of the
campaign strategy, aims, objectives and supporters - along with the photos and
testimonials from the women who attended the training workshops with Bridget and Ed.

The core objective is to get
young woman elected to
parliament and/or local
councils
at the next
election when they are
called.
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The participants
We had about 30 young women attend the first workshop. They'd been invited from a
range of young women and youth organisations in Zimbabwe. Without questioning them
in too much detail we estimated about a third were young activists from all the political
parties in Zimbabwe. The majority were studying or had recently graduated, the most
common type of degree was political science or development studies; many had already
or were studying for advanced degrees.
The age range was from around
20-30, mostly unmarried although
a few were, with young children.
Although this group was drawn
mainly from urban Harare, it was
clear their knowledge, links and
understanding of rural and
provincial areas was obvious and
important to them.
In addition, it was clear that
although the participants were
enthusiastic and motivated, this
was the first time many of them
had come together to discuss
politics and young women's
issues in this way - there was a
huge amount of networking and getting to know each other type stuff. It also meant that
one of the objectives of the week was not only to train them in understanding better the
structure of political campaigning, but to galvanise their interest and commitment to join
forces into a credible campaign team to mobilise and inspire others.

The Workshops
Tuesday 8th
We started the first session with an overview of
what political leadership is, and who do we know
in politics and who has inspired and informed us.
-what makes a good leader?
We then went on to talk about 'characteristics' of
these leaders, and whether it is possible as one
individual to fulfil all the 'required' or expected
skills of being a leader - persuasive, eloquent,
stubborn, inspiring etc. The concluding
discussion drew out that people with all sorts of
skills and backgrounds can become a leader.
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-structure of a campaign, policy priorities
With this in mind we then ran a series of
group discussions on what policies
would headline a notional campaign,
who it would be targeted at, and what
tools could be used to promote it. This
also sought to draw out some
understanding of how experienced the
Group were in their understanding of
what is involved in campaigning and
shaping opinion.
The results were impressive in detail
and thought, considering we were really throwing the Group in the deep end with
much of this.
The discussions that emerged centred around whether bread and butter policies ought to
dominate, or whether there should be a focus on human rights, constitutional reform and
commitment to political reform. Interestingly, although we had asked them to come up
'policies' they instinctively spent a lot of time considering process. In a way they felt that
unless you get the rules of the game sorted there is no point delving deeper in policy
detail.
-barriers for young women entering
politics
We finished the first afternoon
discussing what the barriers were to
young women entering this political
and campaign environment. The photo
below illustrates what the main points
were - but unsurprisingly, money,
violence and gender (particularly in the
way it was used) came up most often.
What was most useful and stimulating
about this talk was their work on how
to overcome the barriers.
For example, how advocacy work
through churches could help support
peaceful political activity, how targeted
recruitment and lateral thinking about
problems was needed, including
encouraging better education to young
women about the political process,
and how they could participate more.
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The informal feedback suggested that despite the sensitivities, the group got a lot out of
this discussion - and in a sense 'got it out of the way' early on so we could refer to and
acknowledge the issues without overwhelming the rest of the week.

Wednesday 9th
The first session was a 'deep dive' into how
a campaign works, led by Ed Fordham,
focussing partly on his recent experience of
contesting the Hampstead and Kilburn
(H&K) constituency in the UK General
Election May 2010.
- What's involved
The group heard an overview of how the
campaign was fought in H&K, what Ed's role
was as a candidate, personal experiences
and reflections on how to build up a team
around you. The main point emphasised was how much hard work, dedication,
commitment and ultimately exhaustion, is involved in being part of a campaign.
In addition, Ed made the point that
although winning the seat would of
course been hugely preferably (he lost
by 841 votes) his enjoyment and
determination to make the campaign
'fun' and a worthwhile experience
came though most strongly in the end.
-Winning Campaign.
We asked participants to split into
smaller groups to consider what would
a 'winning campaign' look like. Ideas
that came back are written up in the
picture below. It is interesting to see
them picking up on Ed's key idea that
being involved in a campaign needs to
be enjoyable as well as effective.
Comments such as 'stand up
comedy/theatre' 'innovative - new
fresh ideas' and in the way they
mentioned new technologies and the
web as way of promoting a campaign
were encouraging and thoughtful.
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-Letting people get involved
The next break-out was to look at how to
involve people in your campaign - how to
build a team and make the best of
volunteers. Again, the ideas came back
back were unprompted and impressive in
their range and understanding of the
issues - such as managing personal and
internal communications and relations,
having clear tasks and clear structures.

DIY Campaign
The second session was then about
asking them to think up a micro-campaign
team plan complete with candidate,
policy thinker, communications and
campaign manager. We randomised the
break out groups to encourage them to
get to know each other and have to reveal
what they wanted to do and what they
thought their strengths were in a
spontaneous way. We also suggested roles and broad policy areas they might want to
choose for their campaign.
They had to decide
which
roles
they
wanted to take on,
how they were going
to present it and what
they were going to
focus on.
The
results
were
dramatic
and
impressive. All four
groups had taken the
task very seriously,
and the preparation
time was stretched to
over half an hour to
allow
them
to
complete their plans
and strategies.
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1. Campaign for Health policies
The first group presented their
chosen candidate, who introduced
the rest of the team and each of
their roles. They then went on to
present a comprehensive list of
policies they would promote in the
area of health - everything from
reforming
community
clinics,
creating free at the point of entry
emergency care, in kind support to
doctors such as housing and
transport, affordable drug policy
and
programmes
to
tackle
HIV/AIDS.
As a demonstration of a comprehensive look through one particular policy area it was
unrivalled.
2. Campaign for grassroots education
The second group introduced the
campaign manager and candidate and
the other roles of the team. They
appointed their candidate based on her
knowledge of local governance - and it
was clear they wanted to concentrate on
how to keep a close relationship with the
grassroots and the campaign. They
made a serious and detailed attempt to
look at education provision, but from the
perspective of the most vulnerable
communities.
3. Campaign for Books not Crooks
The third group were without doubt the most
entertaining and visual of the teams. They
had devised a policy around 'books not
crooks' to promote schooling in deprived
areas such as Mbare. They had thought up
campaign colours, a slogan, a finger pointing
gesture 'the sky's the limit', a rallying cry and
an inspirational speech from the candidate.
The rest of the room hugely enjoyed the
performance.
It was definitely one of the moments where as a group, they could see the potential and
enjoyment of campaigning when presented like this.
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4. Campaign for Women's health
The last group decided to look at a longitudinal approach to women's issues - putting
women's health at the heart of policy ranging from geographical constraints, schooling,
gender pressures in the home and so on - the conclusion being if you tackle this issue
you in turn affect many other aspects of family
and community life.
- Communication
The wrap up session in the afternoon
concentrated on messages and communication.
The presentation acted as a useful summary of
many of the issues we had been talking about
throughout the day - for example how to make
your message relevant and consistent, use
straightforward words, concepts and visual
imagery people will find interesting and relate to,
give your audience context and substance along
with targeting what you want to say.

At the end of the first full day we left
the participants with a sense that campaigning could be enjoyable, that
building a team was more important than who the candidate was, that
getting your message across could be done in lots of fun ways - but you
need to dissect policy in detail so there is some credibility in what you
say.
Thursday 10th
While Ed and Bridget were talking at the University of Zimbabwe, the morning was given
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over to Rutendo Mudzamiri and her colleagues in leading a discussion about how a
campaign to elect young women could be run - what were the main
strengths/weaknesses, and what the core strategy should be.
- Campaign strategy and risk analysis
The slides show a useful discussion and clear grasp of all the obvious issues. This was
described as an 'environmental analysis' of the structure of future campaigns and the way
many of the campaign and support groups hang together.
- Leaflets and learning feedback
Having analysed them in the
morning, we had a discussion
about general messaging and
how to present arguments and
policies on paper - the group
reported back what they liked
and didn't like about the
campaign literature Ed had
brought from H&K.
We then ran a series of break
outs groups where the teams
drew out what they felt they had
got out of the campaign insight
so far.
learning points were reassuringly consistent:

- for people to respect politics the campaign had
to be relevant
- that it was more powerful to have a group of 20
people involved than a group of just 5 and it was
important to be inclusive
- that clear policies had to be matched by a
determination to put them into practise if elected
- that party politics was not the only way of
achieving change in a community
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- 30 sec 'I want to be the next young woman politician because...'
Meanwhile we recorded every participant giving us their '30 sec' pitch on why they
wanted to be elected or be part of their political space. The results were fantastic - they
really enjoyed being recorded and testing their messages and what they wanted to say. It
allowed us to replay the clips to the whole group so we could talk about learning points.
For example many of them are instinctive community / grassroots politicians - with
phrases such as 'we can work together' 'I want to the voice of the voiceless' and in
addition one of them who decided she'd rather be one of the back-room operators in
helping aspiring politicians with policy and strategies.
Clips of the videos will be uploaded to the www.bethenextyoungwomanpolitician.com
website:

We concluded the finish of the structured training days with a 'what next/so what'
discussion about what they could achieve and what they'd like to do, as part of this
campaign.

Saturday 12th
Saturday was more of a round table debate with about 10-15 of the group who wanted to
be part of a strategy discussion. This included working through potential '3 key
messages' about what would make a difference if a young woman was elected, what the
timetable should be over the next week, month, 6 months and a year, and how they are
going to follow up the action points.
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The overwhelming impression was they are
enthusiastic, stimulated and keen to keep
momentum going on this project. Rutendo
concluded the morning inviting them all as
participants to volunteer to help her and the
other organisers in YWALM to mobilise and
support young women towards social and
political empowerment. They set and agreed an
overall objective to have 2,000 such women
identified and involved in the network by this
time next year.

Outcomes and Analysis
Within pressured time constraints we wanted to achieve three things:
Firstly, we wanted to inspire the young
women to look at politics differently - to
see it in a positive, enjoyable and
transformational context. In the short
term of this week at least, we certainly
left the group knowing they wanted to
push things forward. However these are
very basic steps towards that goal. The
momentum produced does need to be
nurtured and supported through strong
networks and communication from
Rutendo and others to reinforce the
sense of purpose and interest in the
campaign.

Secondly, we wanted to portray politics as a
team effort - where everyone can have a role,
and where the more people involved the better.
This point came up time and time again in the
discussion, but the the campaign to elect more
young women itself will have to refl ect that
principle, as much as the young women leading
their own teams and networks in their areas.
Collaboration and sharing will not happen
naturally unless it is supported and encouraged.
Thirdly, we wanted to help them formulate a
strategic campaign plan to carry on. This we did,
although there is always a balance between
advising and 'telling them what to do' which
would undermine the very nature of their campaign in the fi rst place.
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Overall, we came away with the impression that if any of those women in the room go on
to participate or stand for election in their chosen political area they would make a
stunning contribution to african politics. The challenges are not inconsiderable - however
what was palpable in the discussion were:





how serious they were about discussing policy (often in great detail)
how quickly they took to adopting fun and effective campaign techniques
how willing they were to overcome barriers
how determined they were in becoming an advocate for young women's right
to participate.

Some of the more visible and 'loud' issues coming out of Zimbabwe in recent times didn't
really surface much in our discussions - and we didn't detect that that was just down to
unwillingness to tackle - much more it was clear that these women and motivated and
stimulated by issues that are very close to their lives - personal health, inequality, food
and shelter.
It was also reassuring just how many of the participants had a very impressive grasp of
how Zimbabwe had been formed, the issues and challenges it had gone through and the
extent to which they wanted to be part of it's future.

Ed Fordham &
Bridget Harris
June 2010. all photographs courtesy of Ed Fordham
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Appendix
Below is the strategic plan discussed and agreed on Saturday, (based on our notes,
notwithstanding subsequent amendment by Rutendo and the team).
Next steps and assessment
The Group Executive (who were brought together on the Saturday) sought to draw up a clear sense of next
steps in a direct attempt to continue the good work and experience that they had enjoyed.
This drew out three broad concepts:




That the campaign for better understanding and a deeper response to issues facing women and
especially young women should be heard
That there should be a much wider pool of young women candidates in the next local council and
national elections - from all parties and independent candidates
That some young women would be successful and elected (regardless of affi liation)

The point was frequently made that the party affi liation should not and need not be a barrier to the provision
of support and mutual advice.
Immediate next steps






Agree roles and responsibilities within the current Group to continue and thrive
Create an agreed plan that would give the Group some structure and clarity
Identify who would be willing to stand for election (via party nomination or as an independent)
Share the photographs and enthusiasm that the week of training and discussion had generated
Pool ideas and contacts on networks and other groups and individuals especially with an eye to the
training and support being developed beyond just the City of Harare.

Short term steps







Establish contacts and working relationships with other relevant organisations
Discuss issues and success opportunities with Women's Groups already working in political parties
Establish a network for mentoring with women activists and female community leaders (from within
the community, churches, civic society groups, councillors, MPs and potentially wider from within
Africa and beyond). This could initially include immediate pairing from within the current Group of
women
Engage stakeholders in order to secure funds where needed to support the campaign on an ongoing
basis
Develop and test out campaign themes and policy ideas ensuring that this did not replicate the
Political Parties but remained about asserting an agenda and securing a wider discussion

Medium term steps




Identify young women from across Zimbabwe who want to advance debate and be involved - in short
to enlarge and grow the network
Gain a detailed understanding of what precisely is involved with standing for public offi ce and in
particular on election law
Explore issues around promotional materials and wider awareness of the campaign beyond just
young women

Objectives after a year



To have visibility and wider understanding of the campaign as well as greater visibility
To establish a network of young women as community activists with a target of 10 per constituency

Possible barriers to consider






Reaching out across the spectrum and indeed across Zimbabwe is diffi cult
Mobilising young women in local constituencies is hard to establish, maintain and develop
Acting as a platform for young women who are involved in a political party and for those who are not
Being sensitive to the nature of party politics and to push a clear narrative for young women that has
been discussed, tested and settled on
To maintain a network that is fun, engaging, purposeful and able to grow and be successful
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